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Babies know when you imitate them -- and like it
May 26, 2020

Lund University

Six-month old infants recognize when adults imitate them, and perceive imitators as more friendly,
according to a new study. The babies looked and smiled longer at an adult who imitated them, as
opposed to when the adult responded in other ways. Babies also approached them more, and
engaged in imitating games.
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Six-month old infants recognize when adults imitate them, and perceive imitators as
more friendly, according to a new study from Lund University in Sweden. The babies
looked and smiled longer at an adult who imitated them, as opposed to when the adult
responded in other ways. Babies also approached them more, and engaged in imitating
games. The research is published in PLOS One.

In the study, a researcher met 6-month old babies in their homes and played with them in four different ways. The
researcher either: imitated everything the babies did as a mirror, or as a reverse mirror, imitated only the bodily
actions of the babies while keeping an immobile face, or responded with a different action when the babies acted.
The latter is called contingent responding and is how most parents would respond to their baby -- when the baby
does or needs something, you react accordingly.

The researchers found that the babies looked and smiled longer, and tried to approach the adult more often,
during the close mirroring of their actions.

"Imitating young infants seems to be an effective way to catch their interest and bond with them. The mothers
were quite surprised to see their infants joyfully engaging in imitation games with a stranger, but also impressed by
the infants' behaviours," says Gabriela-Alina Sauciuc, researcher at Lund University and main author of the study.

There was also much testing behavior during imitation. For example, if the baby hit the table and the researcher
imitated that action, the baby would then hit the table several times, while carefully watching the researcher's
responses. Even when the researcher did not show any emotions at all while imitating, the babies still seemed to
recognize that they were being imitated -- and still responded with testing behavior.

"This was quite interesting. When someone actively tests the person who is imitating them, it is usually seen as an
indication that the imitated individual is aware that there is a correspondence between their own behaviour and the
behaviour of the other," Sauciuc says.

Scientists have long speculated that, through frequent exposure to being imitated, babies learn about cultural
norms and interactional routines, or that shared actions are accompanied by shared feelings and intentions. But
the empirical evidence to back up such theories is largely missing.

"By showing that 6-month-old infants recognise when they are being imitated, and that imitation has a positive
effect on interaction, we begin to fill up this gap. We still have to find out when exactly imitation begins to have
such effects, and what role imitation recognition actually plays for babies," Sauciuc concludes.
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Feb. 13, 2020 — Researchers -- and parents -- have long known that babies learn to speak by mimicking the
words they hear. But a new study shows that babies also might try to imitate the singing they hear in ...

From the Mouths of Babes: Infants Really Enjoy Hearing from Their Peers
May 9, 2018 — Sorry, new parents -- even though your infants appreciate your coos, they prefer to hear sounds
from their peers -- other babies. Even at the pre-babbling stage, infants recognize vowel-like sounds, ...

Babies Can Learn That Hard Work Pays Off
Sep. 21, 2017 — A new study reveals babies as young as 15 months can learn the value of hard work.
Researchers found babies who watched an adult struggle to reach two different goals before succeeding tried
harder ...

Bullied Preemies May Develop Mental Illness as Adults, Study Shows
Feb. 17, 2016 — A new study on adult mental health included extremely low birth weight babies who were 2.2
pounds or less at their birth between 1977 and 1982 in Ontario. These adults were interviewed at age 8, 22 ...
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